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1st Grade
First graders continue their geometry adventure. Students

have analyzed characteristics and properties of two- and

three- dimensional geometric shapes.They have used

problem solving skills to decompose and compose new

shapes by joining two or more standard shapes in different

ways to form a new one. We also celebrated National Dot

Day where students demonstrated their creativity to

complete various dot activities.

We continued to learn about coins and counting money.

We celebrated Dot on September 15 with a story, a song,

and special art projects. We loved showing our creativity in

Makerspace. We practiced our penmanship as we wrote

about our creations. 2nd Grade
In the zoology unit, we are continuing our deep dive into

the world of animals. We learned another way scientists

classify animals----by their diet. Each student chose their

special animal from Zoo Atlanta to focus on, and they will

begin researching and creating specialized items just for

their animal.



3rd Grade
 Third grade students have been busy playing games to

determine whether or not the games are fair. To help

celebrate Dot Day, students learned about an artist named

Shantell Martin. Students used probability to create their

own version of Martin’s art.

4th/5th Grade
Students are continuing to study Marine Biology with a focus on sea

turtles this month. Students have researched vocabulary, ocean

currents and zones, and learned adaptations, reproduction,

migration, growth and development, and habitats of sea turtles.

Students have begun a final research project which they will present

at the end of the unit.

Students are continuing to create their own apps. Students have

also been researching how other fourth and fifth graders use

technology. They are also creating commercials to share their apps

with others.

Some students are continuing to learn about and use electrical

circuits as they create new inventions using the Makey Makey and

the coding program, Scratch. Students combined many different

aspects of coding with Makey Makey to create interactive, talking

posters out of file folders. They also designed and created working

musical instruments out of recycled goods. 

We learned about Turbines and Wind Power. We created a model

that could lift a paper clip using only air. We learned how engineers

work to make things more accessible, like hands-free sneakers. We

used what we learned to create some improvements on things we

use everyday, like masks, water bottles, and bookbags. 


